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by Frank C. Miller
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of Master of Architecture
Increasing night time light levels in southern Cali-
fornia, caused by extensive urbanization, have recently promp-
ted discussion concerning the relocation of the 200-inch Hale
Telescope currently on Mount Palomar. This thesis proposes
moving the telescope to Mauna Kea on the island .of Hawaii,
where it would share the summit with six telescopes already
installed there. Design possibilities are explored for the
shared facilities of this isolated and partly self-sufficient
community of 30 to 40 people, focusing on conservation and
utilization of renewable resources.
While the object of this thesis is a proposed obser-
vatory, the true subject is the documentation of the design
process, tracing the working methods employed and the sources
of information and precedent.
Thesis Supervisor: Maurice Smith
Professor or Architecture 3Title:
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FORWARD
"These concepts, though wildly fictitious, are nonetheless true.
They are as true as the questions they answer,
as true as the needs they fill.
They are as believable as the return of the eels to the
Sargasso Sea,
as accurate in their nomenclature as the duck-billed platypus.
They are absolute.
And absolute they remain, until some larger truth-
wilder and even more outrageous than themselves-
shall call their bluffs and gobble them up.
For absolutes are cannibals,
and the large devour the small."
Bill Rane,
TALFULANO
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INTRODUCTION
Through the vehicle (and obstacle) of this thesis,
I have endeavored to integrate several specific interests
which have in the past proceeded on more or less indepen-
dent tracks: the design process, astronomy, plus conser-
vation and use of renewable resources. These are briefly
described below.
First, this thesis represents an attempt to be expli-
cit about the working methods I utilize while designing.
This will be carried out by clarifying attitudes and assump-
tions, thoroughly documenting the various stages of design
development, ways of making decisions, sources of informa-
tion, how precedents and references are incorporated into
this work, etc.
Second, it stems from an active interest in astron-
omy over a number of years, encompassing academic course
work, plus telescope observation projects and assistant
teaching in introductory astronomy at the Wright-Ingraham
Institute, a supplemental institution for graduate level
interdisciplinary studies in Colorado. During this time
I have developed an interest in the design of observatories II
and their support facilities.
Third, it draws from a modest research project con-
ducted at MIT under a Bemis grant, focusing on the resource
conserving potential of utility systems utilizing renewable
sources of energy, water, food and waste, plus strategies
for their reuse and recycling. This research included field
work, analysis and speculation.
There are inherent difficulties in combining things
which you irdtially understand apart, but have never seen
together. As Georges Braque observes,
The subject. A lemon beside an orange is no
longer a lemon, the orange no longer an orange;
they have become fruit. Mathematicians follow
this law. So do we.
12
2
WORKINC3 METH0DS
It is clear, then, that the idea of a fixed
method, or of a fixed theory of rationality,
rests on too naive a view of man and his
social surroundings. To those who look at
the rich material provided by history, and
who are not intent on impoverishing it in
order to please their lower instincts,
their craving for intellectual security in
the form of clarity, precision, 'objectiv-
ity', 'truth', it will become clear that
there is only one principle that can be
defended under all circumstances and in all
stages of human development. It is the prin-
ciple: anything goes.
Paul Fayerabend
(3
Paul Fayerabend, Against Method,
Verso Publishing, 1975.
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The involvement inhabitants have with a building is,
like history, always richer in content, more varied, more many
sided, more spontaneous, lively and subtle than even the best
designers (or historians) can imagine. Inhabitation, like
history, is full of curious accidents and.curious juxtaposi-
tions of events, revealing the complexity of human interac-
tion, change and association. It seems clear to me that suc-
cessful participation as a designer in a process of this kind
is very unlikely to occur by adhering to some. strict and simple-
minded 'design methodology'; instead, one must be something of
a "ruthless opportunist who is not tied to any particular
philosophy and who adopts whatever procedure seems to fit the
occasion." This is the author's favorite version of 'contex-
tualism', as applied to the adapting of working methods to the
existing situation. It is possible that this may uncomfor-
tably stretch the definition of that well-worn phrase for
many; most probably those more interested in propping up some
idolatrous methodological image than in responding to the com-
plexity around them. 'The context of justification cannot
be separated from the context of discovery'.
Lenin, in his analysis of history, drew two very im-
portant conclusions from the complexity of the historical pro-
cess as advice for a class of people trying to change either
a part of society (such as science or architecture), or society
as a whole. First, they 'must be able to master all forms of
aspects of social activity without exception' (they must be
able to understand and apply not only a particular methodology,
but any methodology); second, they 'must be ready to pass from
one to another in the quickest and most unexpected manner'.
'The external conditions', writes Einstein, 'which are set for
(the scientist) by the facts of experience do not permit him
to let himself be too much restricted, in the construction of
his conceptual world, by an adherence to an epistological sys-
tem. He therefore, must appear to the systematic epistomolo-
gist as a type of unscrupulous opportunist...'
Having several working methods to draw on is to-be
clearly distinguished from having no working methods at all.
The generic advantage of using any particular method is that
it gets you out of the bind of having to make ideosyncratic
and arbitrary decisions in order to get on with what you want
to do. A good working method is like a hatrack; without one,
you have to carry your hat around in your hand. You need to
have a convenient place to hang ideas, tools and the various
odds and ends necessary in order to get on with the work at
hand.
As I see it, there are several general modes of work-
ing which I have variously employed in undertaking this enter-
prise, with both the 'thesis' in general and the design in
particular. These can be roughly designated as follows:
1) Exploration, 2) Concept definition, 3) Subterfuge, 4)
Problem solving, and 5) Making mistakes and breaking the rules.
A brief description of the main features of these methods fol-
lows.
EXPLORATION, by my reckoning, is a way of working in
which specific boundaries are placed on the subject of inquiry,
15
within which particular aspects or relationships are searched
Paul Fayerabend, Against Method,
Aron Foere, A Ierian DweJhas, MIT
A',Ar*4 The.1,
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into and observed. In contrast to starting with an idea or
problem and then taking action, this approach recognizes
that the IDEA OF BUILDING (or liberty, or observation) could
only be made clear by meansof the ACT OF BUILDING (or etc.)
which is supposed to create the thing -- the noun and verb,
the theory and practice, come to life together:-
Creation of a thing, and creation of a
thing plus full understanding of the
correct idea of a thing, are very often
parts of one and the same indivisible
process, and cannot be separated without
bringing the process to a stop.
What is being described is a method which, regardless
of who uses it under what conditions, will produce non-identi-
cal results; it is not a random process, but a variable pro-
cess. As such, it is not unusual for the scope of the investi-
gation to extend beyond the 'object of inquiry' and include the
observer. Both the subject and object, the knower and the
thing known, are in a continual process of mutual adaption.
Aron Faegre, in this connection, will "let oneself come close
to and experience the thing of interest. Rather than identi-
fying it as the object of a scientific study, we would try to
let the thing speak for itself." This attempts, I think, to
disengage the chauvinism of the 'correct' a priori doctrine
and dogma, and leaves breathing space for the inherent quali-
ties of the thing plus the uniqueness of an individual's
learned and genetic baggage to contribute to new associations,
interpretations of appearances and an 'appropriate' working
method. The- creativity and wishes of the investigator are
stressed over The Method and Authority of Architecture (or of
Science, or -The Correct Thesis Format, etc.).
There exists a thin line here, drawn between, on one
hand, encouragement of arbitrary and prescribed taste of the
lone inviolate artist, as opposed to the suggestion by Hiring
that "we should not express our own individuality but the
individuality of things: their expression should be what
they are."
2. CONCEPT DEFINITION
Another method of working utilized in the design of
the observatory focuses on giving clarity to the overall image,
or concept, of the building. The author has chosen not to
start in this way; when this deductive mode is employed as the
first step in designing, it is presumed that the final design
is to follow necessarily from the initial stated premises.
In architectural jargon, this is known as 'elaborating a par-
tid'.
As a way to get a 'leg-up' on the situation, this is
occasionally useful, for it allows one to make some quick
assumptions and get the whole building out on the page in front
of you. The hazards of making such grandiose decisions based
on such minimal initial understandings are fairly obvious;
they are acceptable only if the particular concept in mind can
be quickly abandoned at such point where it no longer accom-
odates your increased understanding of the various pieces of
the design. The author has found this mode of working most 17
useful when employed as an intermediate or final step in
Paul Payerabend, Against Method,
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designing. Occasionally, "'progress' may mean unification and
harmony, even at the expense of empirical adequacy. This is
how Einstein viewed the general theory of relativity." Need-
less to say, he only achieved this insight after a thorough
understanding of the elements involved.
Inasmuch as elaborating a partid adheres to the 'idea
first, then action' doctrine, it derives in part from the cri-
tical rationalism of Karl Popper, where "an investigation
begins with a problem"; first we have a problem, idea or con-
cept, and only then do we act, i.e., either build, design or
explore. It is presumed that a clearly defined conceptual
context must be established before any valid or useful action
can take place. Some of the constraints which are variously
contained in this approach include:
a) avoid vague and unstable ideas;
b) disprove theories or hypotheses in order to
increase knowledge;
c) be objective
d) be precise
e) new hypotheses must agree with existing concepts
3. SUBTERFUGE
With regard to a) and b) above (avoid vague and unsta-
ble ideas, disprove theories or hypotheses in order to increase
knowledge), it is often helpful to become an advocate for an
idea or hypothesis despite its apparent flaws or weaknesses,
either because it seems to have some potential or else you
like it. Wait until it can stand on its- own feet before you
attack it. Two things can be useful here: a) ad hoc hypo-
theses, which can quell the initial difficulties of a fledg-
ling idea and give it some breathing space, and b) a little
subterfuge, which can be used to avoid throwing out the baby
with the bath water. Admittedly, this is working out on a
limb somewhat, but in a non-linear design process it may in
the long run prove valuable. The discerning reader will occa-
sionally notice the scent of subterfuge in the work that
follows.
4. PROBLEM SOLVING
When a problem is sitting there infront of you, the
chances of solving it are greater than if you don't quite know
what the problem is (which is usually the case). Thus the
piece of wisdom, 'ask the right question and the answer is
easy', islargely a smokescreen. The author seems to have
greater success in finding answers to unasked questions, that
is, by engaging in an activity leading to a development which
might (or might not) later be interpreted as a solution to an
unrealized problem. In this situation, a dialectical process
is appropriate whereby the set of questions with no answers
and the set of answers with no questions can be transformed
into useful insights, with never having 'solved" any problems.
5. MAKING MISTAKES & BREAKING THE RULES
One either decides to break the rules or unwittingly
breaks them; these deviations and errors are preconditions of 19
progress. It can safely be said that, in practice, orthodox
working methods are far more inprecise than their methodologi-
cal image. Occasionally, it is advisable not only to ignore
the rule, but to adopt its opposite; that is, to work in a
counterinductive manner. The condition which demands that
new decisions be consistent with accepted decisions (viz., a
'partid') is unreasonable because it preserves the older deci-
sion, not the better decision.
The condition of consistancy is an age old means of
control over subsequent processes and decisions. The singular-
ity of an architect's 'concept' of a building design limits in
important ways the accomodation of the future inhabitants'
diverse associations and notions of inhabitation; "Pater-
nalism", said Kant, "is the greatest despotism imaginable".
20
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3.1
THE PESIGN TASK
Palomar Observatory, owned by the California Institute of
Technology, is jointly operated by the California Institute
of Technology and the Carnegie Institution of Washington.
Available at Palomar Observatory are the 200-inch Hale
Telescope, the 48-inch and 18-inch Schmidt-type telescopes,
and a new 60-inch conventional reflecting telescope.
The telescopes on Palomar Mountain are used on every
clear night by professional astronomers on the staff of the
Observatories, graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and
visiting astronomers, for the measurement of positions,
distances, temperatures, chemical compositions, and physical
properties of stars, nebulae, galaxies, quasars, and other
objects.
Observations are rarely made visually. Instead, photo-
graphic plates, photomultiplier tubes, image intensifiers,
television cameras, and a variety of solid state devices are
used to detect the radiation from astronomical objects. The
telescopes may be used either to take direct pictures or to
collect light from individual objects for detailed analysis
with spectrographs and photometers. 23
The Hale 200-inch telescope is used to study the faintest
-460~ >0
and most distant objects known to man; these objects have
distances ranging up to fifteen billion light years (one
- light year equals about 6 trillion miles). At the dedication
of the Observatory on June 3, 1948, the telescope was named
)0 in honor of Dr. George Ellery Hale, who was not only the
founder and first director of the Mount Wilson Observatory,
\ 7- -0a, but conceived and did much of the planning of the Palomar
- Observatory.
~ 6* Jeere The most important single part of the telescope is its
200-inch mirror. This huge piece of Pyrex glass was
/Mcompleted by the Corning Glass Works in 1935. From 1936 to
late in 1947 it was ground and polished in the Optical Shop
at the California Institute of Technology. It weighed 20
oo tons when cast and 15 tons when finished. The mirror is
approximately 24 inches thick at the edge and 20 inches in
0 P the center. Its face is covered with a thin coat of aluminum,
which gives it a reflecting surface.
The total weight of the Hale telescope is 530 tons, yet
Uhuted States 6eologicAd Suyvey it is so carefully designed and delicately balanced that it
is moved with a 1/12 horsepower electric motor when following
a star across the sky.
In addition to the 200-inch mirror the Hale telescope has
seven smaller mirrors which, combined with the 200-inch,
provide three focal lengths; the .prime of 55 feet, the
Cassegrain of 267 feet, and the coud6 of 500 feet. The prime
focus is in the 6-foot cylindrical cage in the upper end of
Observing cage
- support
-Primary focus (54
feet, f3.3)
-6o-ton Crane
Coud6 and Casse-
grainian Secondary
Mirrors
Horseshoe bearing
of Polar Axis
ODeclination Axis
,Oil film bearing
Primary Mirror
(200 inches in
diameter)
North Pillar
- Cassegrainian focus
(263 feet, fr6)
California IWitA of Techmo)oq
FEET
o5 zo 30 4o
the tube. Here the astronomer rides in the telescope as it
moves.
Access to the Cassegrain focus, at the bottom of the
telescope tube below the primary mirror, is provided by the
Cassegrain cage mounted under the mirror.
The 200-inch dome is 137 feet in diameter and 135 feet
high (approximately 12 stories). The upper portion revolves
on a circular track and has a shutter that can be opened for
observing.
The observatory complex on Mt. Palomar is at an elevation
of 5600 feet above sea level. The site was chosen because it
offered good climatic conditions for astronomical work and
was easily accessible by a paved highway built by San Diego
County, in which the observatory was located. When Palomar
was built during the 1930's, surrounding cities such as
San Diego and Los Angeles were small and there was no problem
with city lights. In recent years, however, the increasing
levels of night-sky illumination has significantly interfered
with the quality of the observing conditions. The map below
indicates the extent of the problem in 1970; these light
levels have continued to increase, with the result that
discussion has begun concerning the possible relocation of
the observatory.
The design task of this thesis is to select a new site
on which to locate the 200-inch Hale Telescope, incorporating
the telescope and dome into the design of the various
support facilities of the observatory.
SonFroncisco
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3.Z
DEFINITION OF THE 0BSERVATORY PRO6RAM
Following an investigation of several potential
mountaintops in Arizona, the final site selected for the
observatory was on the summit of Mauna Kea, and extinct
volcano on the island of Hawaii. The 200-inch Hale Telescope
would be the seventh telescope to be installed on Mauna Kea,
and the design developed in this thesis is intended to
provide the support facilities for living and working to be
shared by all Seveli telescopes. It is expected that
additional optical and radio telescopes will be installed on
the site in the future.
Located at 13,700 feet above sea level, the complex is
by necessity a largely self-sufficient operation. Facing the
extremes of climate, geography and extended isolation from
even the outposts of civilization, the complex must accommo-
date the thirty to forty people working with the telescopes
and maintaining the shared facilities. Due to the high costs
of transportation to and from the island of Hawaii, visiting
astronomers and their back-up people remain on the summit for
an average of roughly a week; visits of several weeks are not
unusual, with occasional extended visits of several months. 29
As a result of investigating several existing observa-
tories, plus conversations with astronomers, the following
schematic program has been assembled:
Offices
Residences
Visitor's museum
Labs; electrical
mechanical
carpentry
Conference area'
Library
Darkroom & storage
Computer facility
Recreation
Dining
Vehicle & equipment
storage
4000 square feet
7000
3000
2000
750
1000
500
500
500
1000
1500
Subtotal 22,200
Telescope & dome 13,000
Total 35,200
A description of two existing observatories used as
references in defining the above program follows.
VENEZUELAN OBSERVATORY
A new observatory has recently been established in the
Venezuelan Andes, in the state of Merida. At an altitude of
30
11,800 feet, the complex includes a large building at the
site serving as the residence for astronomers and technicians,
the accomodations including twelve bedrooms, lounge, dining
room and ketchen. Another building houses a small library,
offices, and mechanical, electrical and carpentry shops.
The mountain complex is 40 kilometers northeast of the
state's capital city, Merida, where the University of the
Andes is located. The observatory's headquarters are also
located in Merida, containing the administrative department,
astronomers' offices, libraries, electronic shop, instru-
mentation labs and a small computer facility.
KITT PEAK NATIONAL OBSERVATORY
Rising 6875 feet above the Sonora Desert in the Quinlin
Mountains in southern Arizona is Kitt Peak, revered by the
Papago Indians, named after an early Arizona family, and the
site of the first National Research Center in the U.S. for
ground-based optical astronomy. In addition to 14 different
telescopes ranging in size up to 4 meters, the mountain
complex hosts a self-supporting community including
dormitories, a cafeteria, technical and administrative
facilities, a visitor's center and museum, a rainwater
collection and treatment plant, electric power generatory, a
fire control system and roads.
The headquarters and major laboratories of the national
observatory are located in Tucson, 56 miles to the northeast.
There are approximately 360 employees in Tucson and on the 31
mountain, including scientific, engineering, administrative
and other support personnel. Kitt Peak's optical, elec-
tronics and instrument.shops, as well as the computing
center and data reduction center are also located in Tucson.
KITT PEAK NATIONAL OGERV.
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3.3
LIFE SUPPORT SEK~VICES
Due to the difficulties of provision imposed by
isolation, the life-support system of a remote-site observa-
tory complex must conserve its resources of energy, water,
food and waste. While electrical and communication lines are
sometimes run up to remote site observatories, food, waste,
and water are often transported by truck.
The late Rene Daumal, in his never completed fictional
work, Mount Analogue, provides the description of a small
integrated utility system utilizing renewable resources, and
establishes some of the fundamental concepts to be employed
in the design of the life-support services for the
observatory:
"...The art of keeping well fed is an important
part of mountaineering... (one of the climbers)
had invented a 'portable kitchen garden' weighing
no more than a pound. It was a mica box contain-
ing a synthetic earth in which he planted certain
fast growing seeds. Every other day each one of
these devices produced a ration of green
vegetables sufficient for one man--plus a few
delicious mushrooms.
(He) had, moreover, perfected the breathing and
heating apparatus that he had used in the Himalayas.
The mask of elastic material fitted over his face.
Daumal, Rene,
Mount Analogue; A Novel
of Symbolically Authentic Non-Eu-
clidean Adventures in Mountain
Climbing, Penguin Books, Inc.,
Baltimore, MD 1974.
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Air was exhaled through a tube into the 'portable
garden,' where the chloropnyll of young plants,
hyperactivated by the ultraviolet radiations of
high altitude, adsorbed the carbon out of the
carbon dioxide and returned the oxygen to the man.
The lung action and the elasticity of the mask
maintained a slight compression, and the apparatus
was set to keep the proper amount of carbon
dioxide in the air inhaled, and the warmth of the
breath activated their growth. Thus, the
animal-vegetable cycle functioned .on an individual
scale, a state that permitted a considerable
economy of supplies. In brief, a kind of artifi-
cial symbiosis was achieved between animal and
vegetable. Other nourishment was provided in the
concentrated form of flour, solidified oil, sugar,
dried milk and cheese."
In addition to conservation strategies intended to
minimize the consumption of resources in the observatory, the
integration of utility functions within the structure is
explored. The utilization of renewable resources by these
integrated utilities will also be investigated.
With the recently emerging interest in renewable
resources, there does exist the danger that these recycle/
reuse strategies will rely excessively on technology,
creating thereby mechanical substitutes for direct partici-
pation and mutual aid in human relations in the sharing of
ourselves and our planet. In this sense, Murry Bookchin has
observed that technology must not be considered in a morally
neutral "appropriate" or "intermediate" sense, but rather in
vanDresser, Peter, a liberatory sense. Peter van Dresser, an early innovator in
Landscape for Humans, utilizing renewable resources, has long worked to keep
Biotechnic Press. technology in its context:
i
"I don't like the term 'alternative technology'
very much, it reflects the American hope that
gadgets will solve problems.... I feel that to
speak as if technology has a drive of its own is
not defensible. Technology has been molded very
much by human institutions and drivers."
A second hazard which exists in relying excessively on
technology in resource conservation in buildings is that more
direct solutions may be missed, i.e., through the interrela-
tionships or building form, selection of materials, and
patterns of use.
Traditional utilities, plus many of the integrated
utilities described in appendix , are largely driven by
energy consuming pumps and fans. Various "passive," non-
mechanical versions of these "active"/mechanical systems have
been devised over the past several thousands years which
utilize many of the same processes and physical forms which
interact to drive the flows of energy, water and air in the
biosphere.
These biological and thermal processes always occur in
association with a particular physical form. For example,
the configuration and size of thermal convection loops is
determined by the surrounding physical structures; loops
eight miles in height and thousands of miles in length
distribute heat over the earth's surface, loops several feet
in size distribute the heat from sunshine passing through a
window and warming the floor, and loops several inches in
size increase the heat loss (or gain) between regular sashes
and storm windows. In the design of the life-support ser-
vices in the observatory, non-mechanical examples of the
In order to get a little ground to
walk on, fast; I take 'natural resources'
in general to include those physical and
spacial features which exist without 'our'
having made them: earth, water, sun-
light, plants, animals, etc. The re-
sources which pass through the plumbing,
conduit, and the mechanical systems also
belong to this category, being composed
of energy, solids, liquids and gases
originating from aquifers, the sun and
wind, nutrients in the soil, coal seams,
and so on.
These are, of course, to be distin-
guished from 'human resources', which
despite our most lucid rationalizations,
will not pass through the plumbing:
creativity, knowledge, skills, intelli-
gence, sensitivity, courage, and the
like.
Now it seems reasonable that when
we'speak of resource conservation, both
the above sorts of resources be consid-
ered. While admittedly complicating
the whole business of the subject, it
keeps conservation firmly anchored in
its larger context. Resources which
do pass through the plumbing are easily
approached in a 'scientific' arm's
length maunnor, while the 'human.' vari-
36
interaction between processes and physical form are explored.
The search for these form processes which function
jointly in the biosphere and in buildings is to be distin-
guished from the current concern for "minimizing the impact"
on the landscape by the way in which we design and build. By
and large, the concern for minimum impact has produced a
flood of restrictions describing where not to tread, what not
to do, where not to build. While it is important to under-
stand the limits within which to work, and to know- the
carrying capacities of the surrounding natural context, this
knowledge is no guarantee that what you do build will make
any sense at all. It does not lead directly to action; what
is needed are some principles to provide safe precedent for
action based not on how to tiptoe through the tulips, but on
ways to intensify the existing qualities and processes of the
landscape.
Environmental impact statements, which represent the
state of the art in accessing the relationship between human-
built things and their natural surroundings, are preoccupied
with analyzing differences as revealed by the manner in which
the two systems collide and partially destroy each other.
This demonstrates our inability to include at the outset an
understanding of the landscape and its processes as a
positive element in the design of buildings and settlements.
The interest in this work, therefore, lies more along the
lines of Environmental Reciprocity Statements than Environ-
mental Impact Statements.
This reciprocal notion of impact which emerges distin-
guishes additive, reinforcing and coherent impacts from de-
structive and non-coherent impacts. The separation of the
physical world into the ''natural" and "human built" cate-
gories is not of great interest; the aim here is simply to
observe the interaction between biological/thermal processes
and physical form (wherever it happens to occur), and incor-
porate any useful form processes into the design of passively
driven heating, cooling, ventilation, water and waste
systems in buildings.
An interdisciplinary approach is utilized in asking
questions and proceeding with the study, including interac-
tion ranging from simple communication of ideas across
disciplinary barriers to mutual integration of concepts,
epistomology, terminology and data.
Some of the specific strategies for conserving resources
explored in the design include:
1. Hierarchical thermal zoning of the building
according to acceptable tolerances of temperature,
humidity, ventilation and light levels;
2. Substitution of mechanical devices whenever
possible by specific building form in order
to drive the flows of air and water within the
observatory (i.e., gravity feed, thermal
convection);
3. Definition of the major elements of the utilities
infrastructure by the primary building method;
4. Encouraging opportunities for reuse and recycling
of energy, water, food, and waste within the
mixed-use utility requirements of the
observatory;
ety are more easily dealt with by "let-
ting one come close to and experiencing
the thing..."
The general approach involves iden-
tifying physical form which achieves the
same aim as a mechanical or institu-
tional device, thereby reducing the tech-
nological and institutional barriers and
controls which mediate between the users
and the building: resource conserving
form.
Woodwell, G.M., Recycling Sewage Through
Plant communities,
Curl Huildah, Winona, Towards an Energy
Conserving Community, University
of Minnesota., 1975.
NASA CR141929, Feasibility Study of Solar
Energy Utilization in Modular Inte-
grated Utility Systems, June 30,
1975; Final Report to NASA, LBJ
Space Center, by Arthur D. Little,
Inc. N75 28518.
Murray Milne, Residential Water Conser-
-vation, California Water Resources
Center, University of California,
Davis, Reprot No. 35, March 1976.
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5. Use of natural lighting as a strategy for the
collection of solar energy;
6. Utilization of greenhouses for:
a. provision of an internal green oasis on an
otherwise barren mountaintop,
b. limited increases of oxygen in the high
altitude air by plant photosynthesis,
c. biologically purifying building exhaust air
for direct reuse, reducing the energy
required to heat up outside make-up air
(the observatory requires heating virtually
year-round),
d. potential food production,
e. increase humidity levels of dry, high
altitude air.
7. Development of the user's option for direct manual
or automatic control of utility functions, neces--
sitating an explicit and understandable organiza-
tion of utilities.
PROBLEMS RELATED TO HIGH ALTITUDE
While offering excellent conditions for telescope
observation, the 13,700+ foot elevation of the final site in
Hawaii presents a very severe atmospheric environment in
which to work. The composition of the atmosphere remains
about the same regardless of altitude: 21 percent oxygen,
78 percent nitrogen, 0.03 percent carbon dioxide, plus other
odds and ends. The density of the atmosphere., however,. is
reduced at high altitudes; and because of the weight of the
atmosphere, the pressure also decreases with altitude. At
sea level, the air pressure is 14.70 psi, while at 14,000
feet it is only 60 percent of this value--approximately 8.65
psi (see figure 1 ). Thus, upon inhaling, you get roughly
40 percent less oxygen with each breath than at sea level.
In addition to getting less oxygen into the lungs, the
red blood cells which transport oxygen around the body func-
tion less efficiently with decreasing pressure. At 14,000
feet, the blood will hold only about 80 percent of its
potential capacity. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship
between the pressure (or altitude) and the oxygen content of
the air.
About half of the "visitors" who ascend fairly rapidly
from sea level to 12,000 feet suffer from a form of hypoxia
(oxygen depletion) commonly known as "mountain sickness."
Regarding the effects of hypoxia, two qualifications are in
order: (1) there are marked differences between individuals
A Iitude Pressure
(ft) (psi)
63,000 - 0 }Blood bois
30,000-
20000 -
10,000-
Typ'ca' effect
4.361
5.45
6.25
8.29
10.11
Unconsciousness within few minutes
without supplementary oxygen
}Limit of physiologically acceptoble altitude
Mental processes affected more seriously,attention and fatique affected seriousrly
at about 15,000 ft
Further deterioration in visi on, coordination, mentalprocesses, visual performance unacceptable
above 13,000 ft; fatique and lassitude
noticeable at about 12,000 ft
} Moderate visual affects, coordinationaffected somewhat, complex reaction time increased
and (2) acclimatization does increase tolerance somewhat.
12.23 ),Nght vision affected somewhatThe symptoms of mountain sickness resemble the condition
of someone not very physically fit after having taken
14.70
strenuous exercise; shortness of breath, rapid pulse, a Sea level
feeling of sickness, or actual sickness. These symptoms epE I 6ierai ffdc15 f I/OYA
usually occur a few hours after arrival, and can last several 4 Varof 5Afifvdes and qviolkWc
Preure Levee.days while partial acclimatization occurs.
E.C. Poulton,As has been discussed, the average stay of visiting Environment and Human Effi-
astronomers at remote site observatories is about a week, ciency, Charles C. Thomas, Pub., 1970
(p. 153).
with stays of several weeks not uncommon, which can be exten-
ded up to three months or more. Thus on short visits, half
the time may be spent in some discomfort, while on longer
visits, acclimatization is more complete. Again, the extent
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of discomfort varies greatly between individuals; many
people experience only minor effects.
In response to these problems on Mauna Kea in the past, a
dormitory has been built at an elevation of 7000 feet to pro-
vide sleeping facilities for the astronomers while they are
tworking in the observatory. During the several days required
93%Lowestnormal for acclimatization, sleeping is more problematic than being
-- - - 90% Un~detectable noxia
84%Apprecaoblehandicap awake due to inadequate oxygen supplied by slower, relaxed
77% Considerable hondiccp respirat ion. However, the price paid for more comfortable
\ 7!%Seroushandicop sleeping is the daily drive up to the summit and back. The
T \ 6 6% Immrinent collapse
elevation change of 6700 feet can itself cause a good deal
of discomfort.
6 20 24 28 32 As the number of people working on-the summit has
Altitude, thousands of feet increased during recent years, this shuttle transport has
iP mem~- become less satisfactory.
n Sauraion'
i for -,bjects An .improved oxygen environment can be created by either
increasing the proportions of the oxygen in the air, or else
by increasing the pressure of the air. The specific
responses to these problems in the design are described in
the sections describing the development of the design.
,Human Factors Engin- 
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3.4
GNEREAL SITE REQUWEFEMENT5
The criterion of site selection for optical telescope
observatories include sky transparency, accessability of the
site by road, and minimal seismic activity. The first of
these, concerning the overall quality of the atmosphere, is
defined by the "seeing," sky transparency, sky darkness,
frequency of cloudiness, and the absence of aircraft flight
corridors.
Seeing is used to describe the quality of the stellar
images in a telescope. If the seeing is good, the images are
sharp and steady, indicating steady and non-turbulent air
over the- site; if the seeing is bad, images are enlarged with
a loss of resolution, and the images tend to shift and dance
around, indicating turbulent and unsteady air. This type of
turbulence is caused primarily by thermal "air cells,"
updrafts and inversion layers caused by the interaction
between the heated surface of the earth and the cool night
air. As such, they are relatively local and small scale
atmospheric disturbances, occuring as close as several
hundred feet from the telescope. To avoid these thermal
updrafts within the telescope dome, the floor of the dome is 41
continually kept at nighttime air temperatures.
The transparency of the atmosphere is a function of the
wavelength of the light being transmitted. Haze and wind-
blown dust and salt, depending on the particle sizes and
gases present, refract, reflect and absorb different wave-
lengths; to facilitate telescopic observations in the
infrared, the air must be not only dust and haze free, but
dry as well, as water vapor is a major absorber at infrared
wavelengths.
The specific observing conditions of the final site on
Mauna Kea are described in section
42
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4.0
EARLY SKETCHE5
Pre-Columbian Meso-American Indians expressed an arche-
typal attitude towards the landscape in the design of their
temple/observatories. A cultural obsession to make massive
transformations of the ground led them to first flatten the
UAXACTM Croup E, 6 Maym Soa'r Observtfory
V.lS7 of
0 25
Meters
Athony F Avmi) Old and N w /r14 yI4k -F t1
Tchnology Pevivw, Vol L\ N z, Novembwe 197b
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site, and then build the soil into completely new forms,
typically pyramids. No ancient civilization, either in
Europe or Asia so transformed a piece of nature by massing up
the soil. Piling up the earth was a way of reaching another
world, of developing an axis mundi. To climb these commu-
nially made structures provides, in some cases such as at
Chichen-Itza in the Yucatan or Tikal in Guatemala, was the
only opportunity to get above the forest in order to see the
horizon, against which could be built additional structures
to register the positions of the rising sun and other
astronomical events.
A modern example of the wholesale transformation of the
landscape in preparation for an astronomical facility is the
Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory located near
La Serena, in the Chilean Andes. The highest summit of the
mountain was neatly chopped off, providing a clean slate on
which could be arranged a clean, precise and efficient
facility, reflecting their image of the disciplined
"scientific method" and the triumph of man over the insolence
of these rough and jagged mountains. It is easy to imagine
the architects on a site visit, climbing the mountain fear-
fully and grimly, resenting the necessity, only on rare
occasions acknowledging the slightest desire to even look for
any positive qualities of the site which might be worth
reinforcing.
While the Mayan structures began with a similar platform
46 building and leveling of the landscape, they differ from the
above observatory in two remarkable senses. First, the Mayan
structures were built of earth, and established a continuity
and extension of the existing ground scape; in contrast, at
the Cerro Tololo Observatory, very man-made objects were
placed on a neutral ground platform. Secondly (and related
to the first), the relationship between "science" and
"religion" is integrated in the cosmology of the Mayans,
wherein humans are perceived to be an inherent part of nature.
Marian .Card Dcnnelly,
A Short History
of Observatories,
Univ. of Oregon
Books, 1973. 47
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On the other hand, the understanding of much of modern
astronomy attempts to divorce science from the realm of myth
and religion, perceiving humans as different and distinct
from nature.
Traditional Chinese architecture utilized groundform to
clearly define territories in the landscape: "The world for
city and wall are identical, as every group of buildings was
a walled enclosure itself. "Groundform fabricated walls
which were cities and if the city mustered enough density,
groundform supplied separate enclosures for further defini-
tion and direction."
My approach toward the site for the observatory at hand
is to adopt a somewhat similar approach to groundform whereby
it is used to establish new territories and intensify
48
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existing ones within the natural landscape. The following
sketches focus on building into the south slope instead of on
the summit, and organizing the buildings along the contours
to facilitate movement through the site.
An early section, one which did not survive to the
design, located a fairly heavy-handed crater on the south
slope and deployed the building around the perimeter.
I '.*
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One of the sketches which did survive defined movement
through the site by a heavy, buttress-like post and beam
framework, with walls and beams built off the posts. This
arrangement is described further in the next section.
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One of the organizational references for the observatory
were monastaries; often located on remote sites, they were
originally founded by early ascetic groups scattered over the
Roman Empire in order to live in an apostolic manner.
Illustrated below is Saint Martin-du-Canigon in France, which
has. two of the features typical of these complexes; the
tower and the courtyard. The tower, as the built extension
50 of the natural summit, inhabits the larger world of the
encircling horizon, the mountain ranges, the vastness of the
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Garuda, ed., Ch6gyam Trungpa, Rinpoche;
Shambhala Publications, Inc. Boul-
der, Colorada, 1977.
Arthur Koestler, The Sleepwalkers: The
History of Man's Changing Vision
of the Universe, The Universal Li-
brary, Grosset & Dunlap, NY 1959.
valleys and sky. Like the telescope in the dome of the
observatory, it is the place of externalizing and outward
focusing perceptions. This externalizing quality is defined
and given clarity by its opposite, that of the strongly
contained, inward focus of the courtyard/garden.
Nearly three miles above the expanse of the Pacific
Ocean, this small community of scientists patiently and
carefully gather data with half a dozen telescopes, which
rank among the largest in the world, and develop insights
into the origins, processes and structure of the universe.
In addition to facilitating the advanced technology of
astronomical observation, this place of living and working
must shelter the more delicate and complex interactions of
their imagination and insight, of individual contemplation
and collective perspective. On this axis inundi, the highest
point in the Pacific, this isolated community must provide
an associative and dimensional context giving identity,
support and significance to the close and intimate human
experiences involved. In this sense the complex plays host
to the physical and associative domain of the astronomer/
physicist's inquiry, ranging from pulsar distances, down past
the dimensions of shelter to the elusive tracks of elementary
particles; for example, Rutherford conceived his atomic theory
of electrons orbiting nuclei after the model of the planets
orbiting the sun.
__________________________________ 
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Menzel, Donald H., Astronomy, Random
House, N.Y. 1971.
Spectacular mountain observatory, Pic
du Midi, in the high Pyrenebs of
southern France, provides some of the
finest observing conditions in the
world. (L'Observatoire du Pic du Midi)
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The mountaintop site required by the observatory, likely
one of the most exposed places imaginable, demands definition
and enclosure for the eye and mind. Le Corbusier encountered
a similar problem in designing the "petite maison" on Lake
In response to the enormous expanse of the lake
and mountains, a wall partially surrounds the house. A
window was located in this garden wall, complete with tables
and chairs, effectively containing the too-large expanse of
the lake to a manageable scale.
The observatory complex should have a center, an
enclosure of greenery and water, an introspective place for
individual or collective encounters, an oasis within the
barren and melancholy expanse of the summit.
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This somewhat sketchy plan represents the first concer-
ted effort at the scale of 1"=40'; as such, it served pri-
marily to get the whole building down on the paper to push it
aroun.d and see how much, and what, it was. The site is the
generic abstraction of an east-west ridge found on several
potential mountaintop sites in Arizona.
JAN 251979
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Illustrated are several small observatories with the
dome integrated into the rest of the facility. Given the
weather extremes on MaunaKea, it seems reasonable to have
the option of an enclosed walk through the entire facility.
Problems to- be avoided in such a "collective form" approach
include shining car headlights or building lights directly on
the dome, and polluting or disturbin3 the air windward of the
telescope.
lo o
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Marian Card Dcnnelly, A Short History
of Observatories, Univ. of Oregon
Books, 1973.
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The buttresses-like framework, mentioned in the preceed-
ing section, was explored in two general ways: (a) as
providing support the the infill of offices and residences,
locating the more public access between two sets of frames;
and (b) as providing the principal definition of the public
access, with a wall vocabulary accommodating offices and
residences off the edges of the frames.
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The higher daily temperature differentials experienced
in such a space, while acceptable for interior walkways, the
visitor's museum, some eating, lounge and storage areas, plus
secondary office and living areas, is unsatisfactory for most
other activities in the observatory. Immediately, two
different interior microclimates are generated, each having
different tolerances of temperature, ventilation, humidity, 9aO
and light levels. These can be roughly represented in a
simplified psychrometric chart, on which microclimatic zones
can be defined by maximums and minimums of dry bulb tempera-
ture and relative humitidy.
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G.O. Robinette, ed., Landscape Planning
for Energy Conservation, Environ-
mental Design Press, Virginia, 1977
The Adaptive Characteristics of Desert
Plants, by Solbrig & Orians, in
American Scientist, July-August
1977, Vol. 65, No. 4.
A biological example of thermal zones generated by the
selective screening of sunlight can be observed in forests,
which annually store more energy than any other type of
vegetation. Depending upon the reflectivity and density of
the foliage, between 60 percent and 90 percent of the total
insolation is absorbed.
Although leaves are typically considered to be the
primary solar collectors in forests, they in fact absorb only
about 25 to 30 percent of the insolation that strikes them;
the balance of the sunlight is either relfected or transmit-
ted through the leaf. This indicates the role played in
solar collection by the branches, trunks and understory
begetation near the ground. In diagramatic terms, several
zones of vegetation can be distinguished, each functioning to
(a) absorb part of the sunlight, (b) to reflect part of it,
and (c) to allow part of it to pass through. These general-
ized zones of solar collection can be identified as follows:
(a) the photosynthetic leaf canopy, (b) the structural net-
work of trunks and brances, (c) the understory of shrubs and
the ground. As the various leaves and branches simul-
taneously absorb, reflect and transmit sunlight, they func-
tion more like partially transparent screens than they do as
simple "solar collectors." The assemblage of several solar
screens together than constitute a three dimensional solar
collection zone extending from the ground up to the top of
the canopy. With increasing elevation above the ground, the
microclimatic gradient is characterized by increasing levels
and variations in light intensity and wind velocity.
The Eskimo igloo is one of the better known examples of
a spacial thermal zoning. Built under severe climatic
conditions, the temperature gradient is defined by a curved
entrance tunnel consisting of a series of small spaces
baffled by hanging skins and pre-warmed by the dog sled team.
Adequate heat, generated by the occupants and by a modest -
blubber-fueled stove which also provides light, is conserved
by the excellent insulating properties of the snow block
walls.
Another example of a building organized around a
hierarchy of thermal zones is a public bathhouse in San'i',
Yeman. The plan resembles the baths of the later Roman
Empire in Libya as regards the grouping together of rooms to
define cold, temperate and hot regions. A hypocaust runs
under the floor of the hot rooms, and both the warm and the
hot rooms are heated by vertical flues in the walls.
Street
A Entrance
B Changing room
A K F C Cold pool room
D ED Warm room
E Hot room
F Hot pool James Kirkman, ed., City of |ana, World
H Furnace room Of Islam Festival Publishing Co.,
B CD E G H old reserve Ltd, 1976.B1 H K Store
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Hix, John, The Glass House, MIT Press,
Cambridge, 1974.
Rudofsky,Bernard, Architecture Without
Architect$
BOUNDARIES BETWEEN THERMAL ZONES
As described above, several potential interior micro-
climates have been identified within the observatory. The
built boundaries should be able to respond variably to the
changing conditions of either zone, in order to control
enthalpy differentials and achieve the desired options of
use-continuity between them.
One of the screening functions of these built boundaries
can be described in terms of the earth's thermal stability
as maintained by the selectively transparent envelope of the
earth's atmosphere. While the outer ozone layer screens out
much of the lethal ultraviolet radiation, most of the other
wavelengths pass through unaffected to be absorbed or reflec-
ted at the earth's surface. The longwave infrared radiation
re-emitted from the earth's warmed surface is largely
absorbed by the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, thus trap-
ping the heat within the biosphere for storage in the oceans,
land and air. The interaction between selectively trans-
parent enclosures and the heat capacity of the enclosed
physical mass is referred to as the greenhouse effect.
Glass has been used most extensively for accumulating
solar gains. The terraced lemon tree orchard in Figure
containing trees which have been bearing fruit for 150 years,
is protected from winter freezing by roofs of wooden boards
and glass panels which are inserted between the 40 foot high
columns. The conservatories are shown in the summer,
stripped of their roof and walls.
The form and internal structure of a tree leaf responds
to the variable conditions of sunlight that exist in a forest.
Near the top of the leaf canopy, the amount of direct sun- E
light is greater than near the ground, where lower intensity
diffuse sunlight dominates. Figure illustrates a
sequence of typical leaf forms which occur in a mature -Black
Oak forest, ranging in origin from near the top of the leaf
canopy (a) to a leaf typical of those found on a shaded
branch near the ground (d). C
Several significant features of the leaves are apparent.
In general, the area of each leaf increases as its location
on the tree nears the ground. The large circle over each
B
leaf has the same area as that leaf. Also, near the crown
of the tree, the form of the lobes are more open and
separated, as in the fingers of an open hand; nearer the
ground, the individual lobes are less defined and the overall A
leaf form is more closed. The smaller circles are the
Leaves of Black Oak.
largest which can be inscribed within each leaf. A. Leaf of a seedling..
B. Leaf from a shaded branch near the ground.
These two characteristics of leaf- form are related to C-E. Leaves frorn progressively higher on the tree.
an adaption by the tree to prevent all of the direct sunlight
from being stopped in the upper canopy, thereby excessively
shading the lower leaves on the tree and the ground vegeta-
The Adaptive Geometry of Trees, by Hen-
tion Which may play an essential role in the Black Oak ry Horn, University
forest ecosystem. Press, 1971. 63
In addition to the overall leaf form, the internal
structure of a leaf responds to the variable conditions of
light. The cross sections shown are of (Figure ) a leaf
William F. Reifsnyder & Howard W. Lull, near the top of the forest canopy, and (Figure ) a leaf
Radiant Energy in Relation to from a shaded branch near the ground. Both leaves are from
Forests, Technical Bulletin #1344,
U.S. Dept of Agriculture, Forest an American Beech tree.
Service, Dec. 1965. The most obvious adaption is the greater thickness of
the upper leaf canopy, which receives more direct sunlight
than the leaf near the ground. The increased thickness is
in large measure due to the second layer of chloroplasts
associated with the upper surface in which photosynthesis
takes place. The fewer chloroplasts found on the underside
of each leaf utilize the lower intensity light reflected
cw, aEcTION O A from leaves below.
LEAF FPOA4 1op OF CANOP Y
LEAP FPoA AHAPED 5RANCH NEA? THE CoUND
The Adaptive Geometry of Trees, by Hen-
ry Horn, University
. . Press, 1971.
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The structural density and dimensional thickness of most
buildings excessively shade the interior spaces from sun-
light. In the past, cheap and plentiful energy enables us
Nijst, etal, Living on the Edge of the
to utilize artificial light to provide nearly all of the Sahara, Gov. Printing Office, The
necessary internal- illumination. Maximizing the use of Hague, Netherlands.
natural light in buildings is a significant strategy to A Survey of Passive Solar Buildings,
reduce energy consumption. AIARC, Washington, DC, 1978.
The major problem with this 'passive' approach to
space heating in the contextof the observatory include:
a) High temperature differentials (previously
discussed).
b) High levels of glare; the direct sunlight creates
large differences of lighting levels and local
overheating. u pS
c) Large thermal losses through the extensive roof
glazing.
This. built boundary between the outside and the 'tem-
pered' areas (50-8.5*F) might respond to these conditions in
several ways:
a) Daytime; normal clear state, maximum transmission
of sun into the enclosed space.
b) Daytime; as the enclosed space heats up, collect
some portion of the sunlight at the boundary for
transfer (via heated air) down storage under the
floor. Variable collection is by moveable. louvers,
sliding or rolling screens built into the. glazing
structure.
c) Night; louvers or screens doubling as insulation
are closed at night to reduce heat loss, also
prevent shining lights through the glass roof
into the telescope dome.
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The drawing below represents the second pass at 1"=40',
and assumes the same Arizona site characteristics as the
first scheme.
An alternative attitude towards the dome was explored,
attempting to achieve a greater degree of integration between
it and the rest of the complex. A habitable perimeter wall
around the dome was occupied by offices and labs, with the
structural vocabulary provided by both buttress-like frames
and heavy walls.
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Regarding the topic of habitable walls for domes, the
Pantheon in Rome, built in 120 AD, provides a useful
reference; its 142 foot diameter dome is only four feet
larger than the Hale Telescope dome. The form of the dome-
supporting structure provides degrees of spacial enclosure
within the thickness of the "wall" (albeit the internal side
only). Structurally, the thick radial parts.of the wall
provide for the stable transfer of the down and outward
loading of the dome; while working in sections either like
shear walls or butresses, the whole think has the quality of
a cavity wall broken open to the inside, accomodating
openings, niches and passageways.
For the Romans, the form of the built dome with its
verticle axis, symbolizes the dome of the heavens; they
conceived the universe as a series of concentric spheres,
with the earth at the center. The dome supplied the associa-
tive connection to bring the human built form and the
patterns of the sky into some understandable relationship.
The circular form of the dome is inherently exclusive in
its completeness, and as such is somewhat difficult to add
to. In the Chateau d'Amboise, the transition is built from
circular to orthagonal for geometry in the entrance struc-
ture. The four square bays are firmly anchored in the heavy
masonry of the tower's circular vocabulary, providing a
rectilinear footing for structural addition.
ii
Wurman, R.S., Various Dwellings Described
in a Comparative Manner, Joshua Press,
Philadelphia, 1964.
Several examples of semi-circular "retaining walls" were
observed, Trajan's Market in Rome being one of the more
interesting ones.
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The above examples suggest employing a continuous wall
vocabulary to provide the primary structural support for
inhabitation of the dome's perimeter wall. Another approach
utilizes a three dimensional framework as the primary
structure, assembling small spaces to define the large dimen-
sions of the dome. The flying buttresses developed in
medieval cathedrals provide clear examples of this approach.
James H. Acland, Medieval Structure-
The Gothic Vault , Un iv of Toron-j
to Press, 1972.
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THE FINAL 5TE: MAUNA KEA
Following further research on existing obse-rvatories and
potential sites, the location of the observing facility was
moved from Arizona to the summit of Mauna Kea, an extinct
volcano on the island of Hawaii. Rising 13,784 feet above
sea level, it is the highest natural point in the Pacific.
Low night-sky illumination, low moisture content of the air
and the steady non-turbulent Trade Winds blowing from the
northeast combine to create superior observational conditions.
As a result of intensive development for astronomical
research during the past decade, six major telescopes have
been installed on the summit. This development has taken
place within the guidelines of the Mauna Kea Science Reserve;
administered by the University of Hawaii, the Science Reserve
consists of over 13,000 acres centered on the summit of the
mountain (Figure ). A summary of these guidelines
follows.
Summit Areas Unsuitable for Any Kind of Development
Not all of the Science Reserve is suitable or appro-
priate for astronomical use. In fact, much of this area was 73
MAUNA KEA PLAN:
Land Suitability for
Astronomical Research
LEGEND
-- -:~- Areas with Best Properties
:- -- .for Optical Telescopes
Areas with Acceptable Pro-
perties for Optical Telescopes.
Areas with Best Properties
for Radio/Microwave Tele-
scope
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intended to serve as a."buffer zone" to protect installations
in the summit area.. Apart from the fact that certain regions
will inherently have lesser qualities for astronomical obser-
vations, effects on environmentally sensitive areas, and on
those which have aesthetic, cultural, historic, or recrea-
tional value must also be considered in formulating any plan
for land use. Thus, Lake Waiau should not be compromised by
nearby development, and Puu Hau Kea (Goodrich), adjacent to
the summit and having a cinder cone of unusually perfect form,
should remain undisturbed. Similarly, the actual summit of
the mountain, the highest natural point in the Pacific, ought
to remain intact. Isolated cinder cones well away from the
summit area--such as Puu Makanaka and adjacent cones extending
above the 12,000-foot level--should not be used; these points
are also made in the Mauna Kea Master Plan. A detailed dis-
cussion.of the factors affecting the location of astronomical
development on Mauna Kea, and an assessment of the relative
importance- of these factors are discussed briefly below.
Summit Areas Desirable for Astronomy Development
Physical Factors Affecting Siting of Observatories. The
Science Reserve Area was established to allow the University
to guard against such effects as physical obscuration of
telescopes by other structures, production of atmospheric
pollutants, heat sources, extraneous light, electrical inter-
ference, and other factors detrimental to astronomical
observations. Not all sites within the Reserve, however, are
equally suitable.for telescopes. Aside from the specific
negative influences mentioned above, other special conditions
affect the choice for a location of an astronomical'facility.
Important among these are the direction of the wind over
existing and artificial topography, the shielding of lights
on the horizon by natural and artificial obstructions, and
the occurrence of ground fogs.
Classes of Telescopes. There are, broadly, two classes
of telescopes which would be used to best advantage on Mauna
Kea: optical-infrared and millimeter-wave telescopes.
Instruments that study longer radio wavelengths are less
suitable for Mauna Kea. Since the site factors associated
with them are, in some cases, different, they are discussed
separately.
Optical telescopes collect radiation with a conventional
mirror which focuses radiation from a star or other astrono-
mical object to a small point where a sensitive detector is
used to record the strength, and other characteristics, of
the radiation. Optical telescopes are particularly com-
promised by the effects of atmospheric turbulence and shaking
(generally due to wind), dust, and other local environmental.
factors.
Millimeter-wave telescopes are sensitive to water vapor
in the atmosphere--just as are infrared telescopes--and can
therefore be used most effectively only at the very driest
sites. They are, however, not especially sensitive to atmos-
76 pheric turbulence and extraneous light (e.g., light from Hilo)
as are optical telescopes. Their generally larger size
provides greater wind loading and leads to their being
located in sheltered sites--on Mauna Kea this would imply
their being located at the base of the cinder cones. They can
be sensitive to interference from natural or man-made sources
of radiation--such as commercial radio transmitters--and must
be located in areas having intrinsically low levels of high-
frequency radio-noise.
Areas Suitable for Optical Telescopes. Taking the above
factors into account, areas have been delineated which would
be inherently suitable for optical and radio telescopes;
these are indicated in the map. The sites most suitable.for
optical infrared telescopes include the summit area cinder
cones (Puu Hau Oki and Puu Poliahu), and the northeast part
of the 13,000-foot plateau area, which is the first part of
the plateau area to encounter the prevailing northeasterly
wind which flows smoothly over the mountaintop. When the
wind reaches this area, it is not markedly turbulent which
fcVors the formation of steady images through the telescope.
The area has a relatively unobstructed horizon, a gentle
slope suitable for construction and, while perhaps of a lesser
quality than the summit cinder cones, is still of a superior
quality by any standards.
A secondary area suitable for optical telescopes is
hown to the southwest of the summit. cones. The southern
horizon here is unobstructed by the wind pattern across the
cones to the northeast,.suggesting that the air here would
be more turbulent, and that the steadiness of telescopic 77
images would therefore be inferior to that on the summit
cinder cones, or on the 13,000-foot plateau to the northeast.
Individual tests carried out during the site testing of Mauna
Kea in 1965-1966 have supported this expectation, although
detailed and extensive tests have not been conducted. This
secondary area is identified for completeness on the map but
we see very little possibility of a demand for its develop-
ment.
Areas Suitable for Millimeter-Wave Radio Telescopes.
Certain types of radio telescopes (called interferometers)
require several dish-type antennas arranged in straight
north-south and east-west lines (in the shape of a cross or
a "T") with the characteristic length of each of the arms
being about a half-mile. Such installations require a rela-
tively flat terrain. Taking these factors into consideration,
the area to the east of the summit cones is very well
adapted for such interferometers.
Another type of "millimeter-wave" installation consists
of a single receiving dish typically from 10 to as much as
25 meters (80 feet) in diameter. This kind of telescope
could be located on any of the areas delineated for radio
telescopes on the map. It could also be located at the base
of the cinder cone complex between Puu Hau Kea, Puu Polialiu,
and the summit complex which is a sheltered site without
major horizon obstructions.
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Physical Capacity of Science Reserve Area for Astronomical
Facilities
"Zone of Influence." The areas identified in the map as
suitable for astronomical facilities have a capacity limited
more by astronomical considerations than by any other.
Although the number of non-interfering structures which could
be located in these areas is somewhat difficult to identity
precisely--particularly in the case of the optical tele-
scopes--we can make a reasonable estimate by identifying the
"zone of influence" around a facility--created by the very
existence of the structure--and from that, can estimate the
number of non-interfering structures which can be placed in
the area; i.e., we can estimate its capacity.
For optical telescopes, the "zone of influence" is
shaped more or less like a teardrop, with the long axis in
the direction of the prevailing wind--reflecting the fact
that the structure generates turbulence around it which
influences the optical properties of the atmosphere (and so
the quality of the site) for a distance downwind of approxi-
mately 15 times the diameter of the structure. In the cross-
wind direction, turbulence generated by the structure can be
expected to extend about 5 diameters to either side of it.
The 200-inch Hale Telescope's 160 foot diameter can be
expected to influence the atmospheric properties for astro-
nomy over an area of about 2400 feet down and 800 feet
crosswind.
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Geology of Mauna Kea
The gradual, low profile cone of Mauna Kea, is referred
to as a broad shield volcano; it was built up by the contin-
uous eruption of lava in a highly fluid condition, spreading
out as thin flows far from their main vents. The rocks of
this "Hamakua" volcanic series consists largely of olivine
basalts, representing the typical undifferentiated magma of
the Hawaiian Province. Near the end of its eruptive history,
the summit of Mauna Kea was buried beneath glacial ice. A
few small lava flows are later than the glacier drift, and
other lava flows at lower altitudes appear to be of about the
same age.
Above a zone of steepening around the entire mountain
from 7000 to 12,000 feet, the slope decreases rather abruptly
to form a gently domed summit plateau. Only a very rudimen-
tary system is developed on the higher slopes of Mauna Kea.
So porous is the material of the cinder cones and of the
broad sheets of debris between them that the water from
falling rain and melting snows is quickly absorbed. The
cones are little scarred by runways and most of the valleys
on the flatter lands assume definite form only in their
lower cources.
Climate of Mauna Kea
Except for the miscellaneous observations by ranchers
and a few instrumental measurements made from time to time by
80 scientists who have ascended Mauna Kea, knowledge of the
climate at the summit platform is based on records made
during the years 1895, 1905-1914 at Humuula sheep station and
at Lake Waiau during the period August 8-19, 1935. As elabo-
rated by Coulter, these records permit a generalized descrip-
tion of precipitation and temperature characteristic of a
subpolar ("tundra") climate.
One the windward (northeast) side of Mauna Kea the zone
of maximum rainfall lies between contours 1,800 and 2,000
where annual precipitation may exceed 200-inches. At Humuula
(6,685 feet) is is 32 inches, at Puu Kea (8,580 feet) 29.03
inches; at Lake Waiau (13,007 feet) probably less than 15
inches. The rainfall wherever recorded varies widely in
amount and distribution--annual, monthly, and daily--and
exposure to wind and local topographic features greatly
modify the conditions resulting from altitude. On the summit
area, precipitation is almost entirely snow and fog.
Above 10,000 feet, snow falls generally during the
period Octover-May and in some years, every month. The
repeated snows during the colder seasons may form a thick
continuous white cap that remains for several months. The
snowfall from most summer storms is light and may rapidly
melt. In August 1926, small snow banks remained in
sheltered places; in August 1935, no snow was found; during a
storm in February 1936, generally regarded as the most
severe storm in at least 25 years, the lower limit of snow
which remained on the ground around the slopes of Mauna Kea
followed approximately the 7,000 foot contour line. Snow to
a depth of 2-1/2 feet was reported between Puu Oo and 81
Hookomo on the south slope. Sleet formed part of a brief
storm in August 1935, and several observers report sleet and
ice storms during June, July, August, and September.
Fogs are common about the slopes of Mauna Kea especially
on the saddle which separates the mountain from Mauna Loa.
Humuula during 1895 experienced 177 days of fog. At Laumaia
in 1893, 233 foggy days are recorded: "the fogs came during
the afternoon" and "remained during the night." On the
summit of the mountain, fogs are frequent, at least during
the summer season. Those noted at Lake Waiau by the Mauna
Kea Expedition came from the west between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Other observers report heavy fogs in the late afternoon and
at night.
The mean annual temperature at Humuula is 52 degrees;
mean maximum, 62.1 degrees; mean minimum, 42 degrees. At
Leke Waiau the highest temperature measured during 11 days in
August 1935, was 57.1 degrees, the lowest, 18.9. In January
and February, so far as can be deduced from known temperature
gradients and airplane observations over Oahu, the general
range of mean.minima and mean maxima is probably 19 degrees
to 41 degrees, with extremes of 10 degrees and 45 degrees,
and a mean of perhaps 30 degrees. Freezing temperatures are
not uncommon at altitudes as low as 9,000 feet in summer and
6,000 feet in winter. Temperatures above 70 degrees are
expected on unclouded days at altitudes below 7,000 feet. At
Humuula, the highest temperature recored is 84 degrees; the
62, lowest, 25 degrees. All observers report that the water in
Lake Waiau freeze at night during all seasons of the year.
During the summer, at least the ice melts during the day. In
December 1833, Goodrich found the lake only "about half
frozen over."
Vegetation
Botanically, the alpine zone of Mauna Kea from timber-
line (9,500 feet) to the summit is a desert, for a few
species of plants and few individual plants are found. To
succeed in the cinders, plants must endure many viscissitudes.
Low temperature, short seasons for growth and reproduction,
low rainfall, and grazing by sheep and goats combine with
high soil porosity and instability of substratum to produce
unfavorable conditions. Seeds that drop in the crevices in
the lava rocks are the most likely to succeed, and here most
of the vegetation is found.
The entire summit area, above 13,000 feet, which bears
any vegetation at all is in the pioneer stage. In the alpine
zone, 28 species of ferns and flowing plants were found, also
several kinds of lichens, a few mosses, algae (in Lake Waiau),
and micro-organisms. No plants were abundant; of the xero-
phytic flora, only one living silversword has been found.
The plants found above timperline have been studied by Hartt
and Neal, members of the Mauna Kea Expedition.
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Although located on Mauna Kea, this scheme was sited
prior to receiving the specific site information presented in
the preceding section. I soon learned that four existing
telescope domes had been wiped out by the siting as shown.
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. Deploying various chunks of the building along the
direction of the existing ridge, an even greater portion of
the perimeter wall of.the dome was inhabited by offices,
conference rooms, labs, etc. Below was a study of how the
use regions might be built into the perimeter.
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The method of construction in this scheme distinguishes
between the primary, or more permanent, precast concrete,
and the less permanent secondary structure of light steel
infill of platforms, stairs, glazing frames, partition walls,
screens. Regarding the relationship between the physical
definition and the provision of utilities, the objectives are
as follows:
1. Generate a built vocabulary of thermal storage
options defined by the form of the material, its
specific heat and the absorbtivity of the surface.
The three general heat storage strategies
include: (a) building mass-sensible heat storage
in concrete; (b) storage in heat of fusion tiles
in ceiling or floor; (c) remote storage-isolated
above or below ground, supplying auxillary heat
to (a) and (b) above.
2. To define an incomplete infrastructure of air
distribution by the primary concrete structure,
to be variably completed by the secondary structure
as per the local requirements at the point of
supply of return. The aim is to eliminate
independent ductwork and to increase the heat
transfer to the concrete for storage.
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Materials for storing heat latently in floor and
ceiling tiles has been developed recently at MIT. These phase
change materials are advantageous because a) they absorb and
release heat at nearly a constant temperature, and b) large
quantities of heat can be stored in a relatively small volume
of inexpensive material.
Johnson, T.E., et. al, Lightweight Buil-
ding Materials for the Storage of
Solar Energy, Department of Archi-
tecture, MIT, September 1977.
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4.4
FOUFtTH 5CHEME
This scheme, located on an unoccupied site west of the
preceeding site, established many of the site-level decisions
that were carried through to the final design. Upon
discovering that a concrete batch plant already existed on
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the mountain, the construction method was changed from pre-
cast concrete to poured in place concrete, utilizing the
same light steel secondary definitions. The batch plant,
located at 12,700 feet above sea level, was established to
facilitate the construction of the extremely large founda-
tions required for solid telescope mountings capable of
resisting even the slightest human-made vibrations.
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BIOLOGICAL PURIFICATION OF BUILDING AIR
During the unoccupied cycle of heating and ventilation
in typical buildings, exhaust air is simply reheated and
returned to the building. During normal occupancy it is
necessary to introduce and heat outside air to dilute or
remove odors created by people, food, labs, workships,
smoking, and other causes. A significant conservation of
energy could be realized if, during normal use periods, all
of the exhaust air could be suitably purified and returned
to the interior space. Currently, mechanical and electro-
static filtering and chemical purification processes are
utilized to remove trace impurities in air, thereby facili-
tating its direct return to the space. However, the
sophistication of the technology and the associated energy
94 requirements tend to offset the energy originally saved by
not introducing and heating outside air.
This section explores an alternative strategy for puri-
fying exhaust air for reuse during the year-round heating
of the observatory by utilizing the capability of vegetation
and soil in the greenhouse to adsorb particulare and gas
contaminants in the air. In the biosphere, the interaction
between vegetation, soil, animals, water and sunlight serves
to maintain a dynamic equilibrium between oxygen, nitrogen,
carbon dioxide and the various other gases and particulate
matter which consitute the atmosphere, resulting in what we
know as "fresh air."
Since trees and other plants have evolved in the
presence of numerous materials presently considered air
pollutants, and since these plants are frequently abundant in
urban areas, it has been speculated that vegetation may
effectively store, metabolize or transfer trace contaminants
found in the atmosphere. Mechanisms for removing particulate
matter may include sedimentation onto plant surfaces, and
precipitation onto plant surfaces. Mechanisms for gaseous
removal by plants may include via plant pores and surface
adsorbtion.
Evidence that soils may be particularly important
adsorbers of numerous particulate and gaseous air contami-
nants is accumulating. The amount of air pollutants adsorbed
by animal life in the biosphere is negligible; the most air
pollutants are adsorbed by vegetation and soils.
In recent years, many people have examined the specific
capabilities of individual plants to remove contaminants from
C.A. Federer, Effects of Trees in Modi-
fying Urban Micro-Climate, in
"Trees and Forests in the Urbanized
Environment", Cooperative Extension
Service, University of Mass., U.S.
Dept. of Agriculture, Amherst, Mass,
March 1971.
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the atmosphere, including both particulate and gaseous
pollutants.
Particulates
.. ... . ..............
Particulates are solid or liquid trace elements in the
air. Their character is extremely varied; they may be viable
or nonviable, organic or inorganic. The inorganic fraction
usually contains a few dozen elements, many metallic, the
most common being silicon, calcium, aluminum and iron. The
organic fraction may contain a large number of aliphatic and
aromatic hydrocarbons, aldehydes, ketones, and acids. Viable
particles include pollen grains, fungal spores and bacterial
cells.
Particulates may range in size from approximately
0.0005 to 500 micrometers ( m) in diameter. Because of their
large mass, large particles have a high rate of sedimentation
and short longevity in the air. Small particles are usually
electrically charged and frequently attach to other parti-
cles.
Particles are deposited on natural surfaces by three
basic processes: sedimentation under the influence of
gravity, impaction under the influence of eddy currents, and
deposition under the influence of precipitation.
It has been suggested that impaction is the principle
means of deposition if: (1).particle size is of the order of
10's of microns or greater; (2) obstacle size (i.e., leaves
96' or stems) is of the order of the a centimeter or less;
(3) approach velocity is of the order of meters per second
or more; and (4) the collecting surface is wet, sticky,
hairly or otherwise retentive. For particles of 1 to 5 m,
interception by fine hairs on vegetation is possibly the
most efficient retentive mechanism. The high surface to
volume ratio of foliage enable trees and other plants to
function as efficient filters of airborne particles.
Gases
The most significant gaseous contaminants of urban at Robert Goodland, ed., Building & the
atmospheres are listed in appendix . Because of their Environment, "The Cary Arboratum
abundance, human and vegetative health consequences and of the Botanical Gardens", Mil-
brook, N.Y., 1976 p. 186.
ability to deteriorate materials, the oxides of nitrogen,
sulphur and carbon, hydrocarbons, and ozone are the most
important.
The primary way vegetation removes gases from the
atmosphere is by uptake through the stomates; minor methods
include uptake by plant surface microflora, uptake through
bark pores, and adsorbtion of gases to the surface of plant
parts. Once inside the leaf, gases probably become dissolved
in water. Any factor that affects the stomata influences the
uptake rate of gaseous pollutants. Some of the environmental
factors that are important in the action of stomata are
light, humidity, temperature, wind and the available supply
of soil water.
The following criteria should be followed in the selec-
tion and breeding of plants to maximize their capacity for
97adsorbing particles and gases from the air:
1. Plants should be selected or bread to be not only
tolerant of the adverse influences of polluted
air, but capable of vigorous growth in the air of
the greenhouse enclosure. Active growth will
require maximum stomatal aperature and insure
maximum uptake of gaseous pollutants.
2. Coniferous species retaining their foliage year
round will clearly be more effective in removing
particulate and gases from the air during the
winter.
3. Since petioles are especially efficient particle
receptors, species with long petioles (oak,
birch, sumac) should be considered.
4. Surface hariness on plant parts (leaves, twigs,
petioles, buds) may be especially effective for
retention of particles. Those species possessing
these hairs should be considered.
5. Species with small branches and twigs should be
selected or bred over species with large
branches or twigs as the former are more
efficient particle collectors.
6. Since gases are removed from the air primarily
by the stomates, species should be selected or
bred with maximum stomatal capacity for adsorb-
tion. This ability may be related to absolute
stomate number per unit of leaf surface, size
98 of stomatal aperature, and the length of time
the stomates are open.
7. Species should be selected or bred that have
maximum resistance to stomatal closure occasioned
by environmental variables such as moisture
availability, temperature, wind, light intensity,
and air pollution.
8. In selection and breeding, one should consider
the relative ability of plant species to
utilize pollutant gases as partial sources for
required nutrients.
Within the context of the observatory, the decreased air
pressure resulting from the high altitude may tend to retard
plant metabolism; conversely, the high sunlight intensity
caused by this same altitude will tend to increase plant
metabolism. As very few greenhouses have been built at these
high altitudes, information on this subject is difficult to
find.
The potential exists for vegetable production in the
observatory greenhouse; two well developed methods currently
in use include: (1) hyproponics, utilizing a liquid growing
medium instead of soil to supply nutrients to plant roots;
and (2) controlled agriculture, utilizing either soil or an
inorganic substitute such as sand, whereby liquid nutrients
are supplied to the roots either by a drip feed pipe system
or by periodically flooding the growing beds. The Environ-
mental Research Lab at the University of Arizona has been
active in this field for many years. 99
Todd, Nancy Jack, ed., The Book of .the A number of groups have achieved significant progress in
New Alchemists, E.P. Dutton, Inc., aquaculture during recent years, notable among them the New
New York, 1977.
Alchemy Institute in Woods Hole, Massachusetts. Employing
a polyculture approach, they have developed solar fish/algae
cultures in plexiglass tanks capable of extremely high
production.
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The design explorations up to this point had been most
successful in understanding the various pieces of the obser-
vatory design; as such the overall.layout yet lacked any
clear larger organizational order. While wishing to
intensify the existing qualities of the landscape, the design
was demanding more than the site seemed to be able to offer.
A -new, built landscape needed to be laid into the existing
one, generating a greater range of spacial qualities and
sizes. The preceeding explorations had been unsuccessful
in building a coherent groundform to help intensify the
directionality of the site, instead relying on the above
ground structures to accomplish this. The net result:
groundform with no life of its own.
The following sketch was then completed, which clarified
the form of the retaining walls as continuous elements
associated with the distribution of people and services.
Several ruined castles in southern France provided examples
of large continuous walls defining a range of territories
along their length. This suggested a reasonable critera for
evaluating these "big moves" which might help to organize the 101
diverse uses within the observatory: the success of a large
wall form depends on the variable qualities along its length.
1*.,j
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MINERVE
1. Cours souterrain de la Cesse
2. Vestiges du chateau
3. Poterne sud
4. Vestiges du puits couvert
5. Enceinte haute : ]a Tour
des Cathares
6. La a rue des Martyrs a
er ]a KMaison des Parfaites P
7. Le ravin de la Cesse
8. Le ravin du Brian
PEYREPERTUSE
1. Entrde
2. Donjon
3. Chapelle Sainte-Marie
4. Enceinte basse (XIP si&le)
5. Tour-citerne
6. Enceinte du XIIP sicle
7. Escalier de Saint Louis
8. Roc Saint-Jordy et chAteau sup6rieur.
M. Roquebert, C. Soula, Citadelles du
Vertige, Privat. Pub, 1972.
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As mentioned, the sketch suggested an association
between the continuity of the walls and the distribution of
people and services. The street forms in the town of Assisi
in Italy provided a reference for the movement of people on a
sloping site. The job at hand was to build a new landscape
into the old one, utilizing the vocabulary of (a) earth
retaining walls capable of defining continuous laterial
regions along the contours, and (b) channels for movement
with associated methods for connecting channels together.
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A particular landscape I had in mind to serve as an
organizational reference is located on the high plains of
Colorado about 15 miles east of the front range of the Rocky
Mountains. The geography of the region is characterized by. a
series of parallel stream channels generated by the gradual
northward slope of the land. These linear watersheds,
averaging five to ten miles wide, and extending up to 90
miles in length, comprise a clearly defined organizational
form by which one comprehends the layout of the region.
OG
Towns, farmhouse compounds, water for cattle, flood control
dams are all located primarily as being "on" a certain creek.
The roads lie in two dominant postures relative to these
watersheds; movement north and south is along the creek
channels, occasionally moving diagonally across the divides
from one to another. Movement east-west takesyou up out of
one low valley and directly down into the next.
With reference to the observatory, the long retaining
walls can take on the qualities of these roughly parallel
streams, describing a similar 'directional field' helping to
organize the larger whole. As the streams define continuities
of movement and territory along their length (viz, watersheds),
so do the retaining walls; and as the streams create discon-
tinuities of movement and territory normal to their length,
so do the retaining walls.
Within the Colorado landscape, evidence of the predomin-
ant north-south directionality can also be found at sizes
smaller than entire streams. Runoff water and freeze-thaw
action, working: on the lines of weakness inherent in the
atomic and conglomerate structure, create directional frac-
tures into which soil and organic material accumulates. Plants
established in this wedge of soil further enlarge the joint
bY the action of root growth.
The rock outcropping below exhibits a pattern of lin-
ear intersecting joints and fractures characteristic of the
region. The PRIMARY JOINT DIRECTION is approximately north-
south, intersected at roughly 60 angles by SECONDARY JOINTS. 107
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The area surrounding the rock outcrop is characterized
by a zone of Ponderosa and Juniper trees following a perrenial
creek running generally to the north. The trees grow only
where the rock is exposed to enable deep tap roots to grow.
On the open prairie, the trees are out competed for water by
the deep-rooted grasses.
The exact location of the rock outcropping is above
the creek on the lower right side of the drawing, where lines
have been drawn over the lines of the trees, identifying the
characteristic field of directional joints in which trees have
grown. These lines of trees visibly extend for hundreds of
feet, with the joints widening to 12 inches or more in places.
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This notion of a directional field as a frame of
reference in understanding either a landscape or a building
draws from several sources and stands in contrast to several
other approaches to understanding the world.
Aristotle, in Book IV of the PHYSICS, constructs his
theory or place (topos) as a 'where', a 'place of belonging',
giving physical determinacy to the habitable location. Ap-
plying this, Alberti attached greatest importance to the Cornelius vandeVen, Space in Architec-
'situation', i.e., the place of the city 'as a whole and in ture, Van Gorcum, Assen, Amsterdam,
1978.
the distribution of the parts'. Aldo Van Eyck also advanced
'place' as primary, to bring a halt to the formal and alien-
ating spacial supremacy of functionalism since the 1920's.
Through functionalism, the Newtonian and Euclidean con-
cept of absolute space and time prevailed, wherein space has
an existance independently from both physical form and time.
'Scientifically', this was the death blow to Aristotle's con-
cept of place.
As Charles Olson describes, ... .two geometers, Bolvai Creeley, Robert, ed., Charles Olson-
and Lobatschewsky, weren't any longer satisfied with Euclid's Selected Writings, New Directions
Publishers, New York, 1966.
picture of the world, and they each made a new one, indepen-
dently of each other, and remarkably alike. It took thirty
one years...for the German mathematician Riemann to define
the real as men have since exploited it: he distinguished
two kinds of manifold, the discrete (which would be the old
system, and it includes discourse, language as it had been
since Socrates), and, what he took to be more true, the con-
tinuous". Olson explores the notion of field organization
van de Ven, C., Space in Architecture,
Van Gorcum Assen, Amsterdam, 1975.
Kostelanetz, Richard, John Cage,
Praeger Pub., NY 1970.
Il
in the context of his verse and prose; "OPEN or PROJECTIVE
verse, or what can be called COMPOSITION BY FIELD, as opposed
to inherited line, stanza, over all form, what is the old
base of the non-projective". In this way, he primarily was
interested in the large area of the whole poem, into the
FIELD, if you like, where all the syllables and lines must
be managed in their relations to each other.
After Riemann, Einstein further developed this into
the concept of space as a continuous field: "The space
aspects of real things is then completely represented by a
field, which depends on four coordinate parameters (three
dimensions, plus time); (space) is a quality of this field.
If we think of this field as being removed, there is no
'space' which remains, since space does not have an inde-
pendent existence".
In the discipline of music, John Cage has worked for
many years to incorporate these understandings into composi-
tion and performance:
Current graphism in musical notation was impli-
citly inmy manuscripts (1951-52), where space
on a page horizontally represented time. Later,
space vertically represented frequency events.
The common denominator of many camps of the
musical avant-garde is the assumption that each
aspect of sound is not available only at discrete
points (scales, modes, series), but rather at any
points in a total field. A diehard must act in
the face of this the moment he enters the elec-
tronic studio to make music on tape or with a
synthesizer. Conventional notation, for as many
reasons as sound has aspects, is insufficient.
Graphism, useful, is not the only way. (Human
99
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beings are gifted explorers) Composition becomes
distinct from performance. One cannot determine
exactly what effect the notation causes - thus,
indeterminacy. The observer-listener is able to
stop saying I do not understand, since no point-
to-point linear communication has been attempted.
He is at his own center (impermanent) of total
space-time. How are his ears and eyes? Serious
questions. The complex of existence exceeds
mentation's compass. Emptiness of purpose does
not imply contempt for society, rather assumes
that each person whether he knows it or not is
noble, is able to experience gifts with genero-
sity, that society is best anarchic.
In the context of design, another aspect of working
with a field organization is that it allows you to associate
with any part of the whole without being constrained by a
heirarchically organized structure which always determines-
what will happen in it. A field, like the prairies of Col-
orado, can contain a great deal of information, complexity,
and different qualities so organized that as you move through
it the options for association and attention are mostly up
to you, and new ones are discovered over time.
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For some time, a nagging uneasiness had been cropping up
regarding the relationship between the huge dome and the rest
of the building it seemed to be doing battle with; an effort
was made to defuse the "great mother" aspect of the singular
circular form of the dome.
Pueblo Bonito, built in New Mexico around 100 AD,
supplied an example of groundform and masonry defining
circular forms of a variety of sizes. Included are cere-
monial kivas ranging from 15 to 50 feet across, the original
300 foot cresent and the half-circle form of the whale works
measuring in at 520 feet (nearly four times the diameter of
the observatory dome).
Knowles, Ralph L., Energy and Form: An ---- Fig. 2.24
Plan of Old Bonito. A tiered
Ecological Approach to Urban -. N arrangement of two and
Growth, MIT Press, 1974. three stories opening in a
crescent to the southeast.
The crude construction of
monolithic sandstone walls
with logs and mud used for
floors and roofs has been
dated at A.D. 919. Heavier
lines represent higher tiers.
Source: Neil M. Judd, The
Architecture of Pueblo
Bonito, figure 3.
-------------------------------- 
----------- 
- - - ------------
16- -------------------------------------------------- -  ---- --- ---- --- ---- ---
Fig. 2.25 .L ._ 7
Plan of New Bonito. A
vastly expanded, tiered - e
arrangement containing 
-
800 rooms built around "
Old Bonito during a remark-
ably short time of twenty
years, A.D. 1060-1080. The . -
construction showed a AL-
high degree of sophistica-
tion in the use of materials. -
The materials used in the
walls were differentiated -
and roof timbers displayed MA a
fine craftsmanship. Heavier
lines represent higher tiers.
Source: Neil M. Judd, The L fj
Architecture of Pueblo Its
Bonito, figure 2. L w-
This range of sizes describes a "family of form
definitions" which when used to assemble the whole, engender
a plurality of space defining qualities not possible when
controlled by a domineering, singular form. Instead of the
circle being "a symbol," size and form is understood to be
associative, in the sense that similar forms of different
sizes, while while accomodating different uses, enable a
range of corresponding meanings generated by individual and
collective experience.
Pueblo Bonito exhibits another characteristic of a
viable family of form, namely, adding to the range of space
defining qualities by including partial versions of the
whole form. 117
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3. BIOLOGICAL ANALOGY
The interest in natural systems among those active in
the development of both active and passive integrated
utilities has led to the notion that the life support func-
tions of human shelters might be designed to function as
coherent extensions of natural biological systems, utilizing
the same inputs of sun, wind, etc., and biological processes
to drive them. The house is to become an arti-ficial
ecosystem that can recycle its own water and wastes, heat or
cool itself using natural energy, generate its own power and
even provide a large part of the occupants food supplies.
The biological analog in the design of shelters will be
explored in this section, including its history and current
state. In spite of the potential for resource conservation
and reliance on human rather than technological means, the
danger exists of over extending the biological metaphore to
direct or determine the activities of humans. Explaining
human behavior with a mechanistic set of natural laws is a
risky proposition, as is hoping that "man's activities can
then merge into the ecological systems." This ecological
determinism has developed as an extension of an intellectual
tradition which gained momentum two centuries ago:
"The scientific determinists of the eighteenth
century suppoed that the study of the sciences
of nature, and the creation of sciences of
society on the same model, would make the operation
of such causes transparently clear, and thus enable
individuals to recognize their own part in the
workings of a rational world, frustrating only when
misunderstood. Knowledge liberates, as Epicurus
taught long ago, by automatically eliminating
irrational fears and desires.
Herder, Hegel and Marx substituted their own
vitalistic models of social life for the older,
mechanical ones, but believed, no less than their
opponents, that to understand the world is to be
freed. They merely differed from them in
stressing the part played by change and growth in
what made human beings human. Social life could
not be understood by an analogy drawn from mathe-
matics or physics. One must also understand
history, that is, the particular laws of continuous
I ?)(1
growth. whether by 'dialectical' conflict or
otherwise, that governs individuals and groups, in
their interplay with each other and with nature..."
Peter Kropotkin, a field biologist and major anarchist
theorist (1842-1921), attempted to prove the scientific
foundations of anarchism. To prove this, he claimed that
anarchism was an explanation of the processes of nature and
that 'its method is that of the exact sciences" in that all
of its conclusions could be scientifically verified. Certain
laws concerning the operation of the civil order were
deducible from natural phenomena; this in turn indicated how
anarchist tendencies were part of the natural order.
Basically, Kropotkin believed that an analogy could be drawn
between the behavior of animal and human species on the one
hand and the functions of nature on the other. His examples
were connected to his conviction that, by nature, all
societies rested on principles of harmony, solidarity, and
cooperation. This for him was demonstrable and a scientific
fact. Imbalance occurred when other forces were applied to
established and natural equilibriums. Revolutions for human
society were therefore as natural as volcanic eruptions in
that each will always seek to reestablish the lawful natural
equilibrium.
"Force will accumulate tis effect; it must come to
light, it must exercise its action, and if other
forces hinder its manifestation it will not be
annihiliated by that, but will end by upsetting the
present adjustment, by destroying harmony, in order
to find a new form of equilibrium and to work to form
a new adaption. Such is the eruption of a volcano,
%hose imprisioned forces end by breaking the petrified
lavas which hindered them to poar forth the gases,
the molten lavas, and the incandesent ashes. Such,
also, are the revolutions of mankind."
Japan, in the early 1960's, witnessed the rise of the
Metabolism movement, which incorporated an extended biological
analogy meant to replace the mechanical analogy of orthodox
modern architecture. It compared buildings and cities to
an energy process found in all of life: the cycles of change
the constant renewal and destruction of organic tissue.
I3 'J7
In many ways this attitude of change was just an
extension of the ancient Taoist philosophy of cosmic change
and eternal growth which makes for endless variations on
the same theme. Metabolism sought to clearly separate parts
of a building or city which have different rates of change,
and thereby allow certain structures to remain undisturbed
when others wear out. Their idea is to design a city so
flexible in its connections that its parts could grow,
transform themselves and die while the whole animal went on
living. Metabolic theory distinguishes between different
rates of obsolesence (the wearing out of mechanical equipment
is faster than that of structure, etc.) so that one doesn't
have to destroy a whole building, or part of a city, every
time one part breaks down.
This preoccupation with the accomodation of obsolesence
bases all rationale for change on the destruction or falling
apart of things. This concept clearly works most success-
fully when based in a consumer society where built-in
obsolescence is virtua~l.y an institution.
Kisho Kurokama, one of the founders of Metabolism, was
originally trained in medicine. The anti-disease orientation
of the medical profession (as distinguished from a pro-health
ethic) seems to have been overlayed on the architectural
concept. The time for action is when disease strikes, or
when the building begins to fall apart. Not included in this
idea is the potential for renovation and addition to what is
already built, a sort of preventative medicine attitude
towards building. Where the metabolist anti-disease
perspective requires specialized and highly trained profes-
sionals and larges doses of technology, the addition to what
already exists offers the possibility for self-help and.the
reliance on the indigionous abilities of people and their
collective action.
As an outgrowth of the New Alchemists' work with the
design and operations of 'bioshelters', they have evolved an
analogue for their structures focusing on biological solutions
as opposed to technological ones:
We can find many similarities if we compare the macro-
cosm of the Earth to the microcosms of the individual cell
and of the bioshelters. Like the earth, the single cell is
also a semiclosed ccosystem. It requires nutrients from
outside to allow it to function and replicate. The
complexity within is enormous and the balance of its inter-
action allows the cell to live. An analogy surprisingly
close to the eucaryote cell can be made with our dome or
backyard fish farm, the early bioshelter, as described in
the second Journal of the Nes Alchemists. -This analogy is
the' theme of this essay.
The outer structure of the dome is covered with two
layers of translucent fiberglass, three quarters of an inch
apart, which form a thermal pane and function as a protective
membrane for the system. There is a two-inch thick vertical
layer of styrofoam four feet deep beneath the dome's circum-
ference. This membrane, which is much like that of the
earth.'s atmosphere and of the single cell, allows sunlight
to enter, and to be absorbed and converted into heat energy.
The thermal pane traps this heat energy and retards its loss.
The microenvironment within the dome can be compared to
the protoplasm of the eucaryotic cell. There are many
organelles within the cytoplasm and many components including
organisms within the air and water encompassed by the dome.
Several loose analogies can be made between these systems.
The chloroplasts of a living plant cell produce oxygen
through photosynthesis, which, in terms of the dome system,
can be compared to the activities of the aquatic and terres-
trial plants living within it. These include the vegetables
and herbs growing around the periphery of the ponds, and the
phytoplankton and other photosynthesizing organisms in the
pool and in the biological filter. Each comp6nent of the
biological filter and the polyculture pool can be related to
the vacuoles of a single cell. Their function is the
purification of toxic compounds that could.kill the animal
components. The relationship between the use of the fish
waste in the pond water as a fertile nutrient source for
aquatic and terrestrial plants. can been seen to be similar to
that of some biochemical pathways within the cell in the
action of the nitrifying bacteria in both the soil and on the
quahog shells in the filter. The use of these procaryotic
bacteria is clearly one of the eucaryotic mechanisms, in that
they are incorporated into a subcomponent in the dome system.
By converting the ammonia within the system to a nitrate
form, a plant food is created. The plants that feed on these
nitrates are then fed to the.herbivorous fish, such as the
Tilapia. This completes the cycle, since it was originally
the fish that released the wastes into the system because.of
their inability to use more than about ten percent of what
they ingest. The cycle is continuous. The filtration system
can be compared to that of a circular river.
The electric pump used to circulate the water through
the filtering beds can be compared to a ribosome at the cell
level. A ribosome, so far as is known, is the center for
the coordination of protein synthesis in a cell. It is,
however, autonomous from its final protein product in a
chemical sense as the pump, at the same time, is autonomous
from the pond water.
The energy for the electric pump could come from a wind
generator. At present in the dome, we are still using public
utilities. If a windmill were to be used, it could be
considered the mitochondria of the dome and other water-
pumping systems. In this analogy this electrical energy
would be the replacement of the chemical energy of the cell.
The windmill, though, would be an external component. Excess
electrical energy could be stored in batteries, much as it
is stored in sugars and starches in the cell.
The chief information center for the cell is known to
be the nucleus; its genetic material is DNA. In this regard,
much of the monitoring of the dome system and the other
bioshelters is left to the humans. We are now considering
the use of small computers to aid in this. They could be
used not only to record information but also to regulate the
environment within the ccosystems. For instance, if the
dome's environment were to become too warm, the mini-computer
could- trigger the opening of vents..
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The nucleus within the cell is not the only center of
information. The mitochondria and chloroplasts have their
own genetic material that governs their replication and
behavior. Theoretically, this is carried over from their
initial procaryotic existence before their evolution within
eucaryote cells. Other genetic factors have been known to
lie elsewhere in the cytoplasm regarding heredity. In the
dome, in addition to the larger physical components them-
selves, interactions between them can be observed and in
many cases predicted.
Among the plants, fish, and other animals within the
structure, there is a situation similar to the semiindepen-
dence of the mitochondria and the chloroplasts. These plants
and animals are controlled to a large extent by their
physical and chemical environment. There are many interac-
tions, both biological and chemical, in the dome system that
as yet we have neither defined nor understood. This is
especially true of the many microenvironments within the
confines of the dome.
Although the dome system was designed to raise food--
a definitive biological activity--the architecture of many
buildings and habitats could take existing natural
phenomena into consideration to their advantage. Among the
most obvious are proper orientation for the use of solar
energy, the collection of rain water, or even a composting
toilet. Small greenhouses could be included, such as have
been used in the Prince Edward Island Ark.
Throughout this analogy, the dome has demonstrated the
possibility of looking at physical stiuctures as living
systems. This is done through an initial consideration of
the biological components to be established in a system and
by building to allow for the necessary parameters. The
interrelationships between the organisms inside must be
taken into consideration to achieve a balanced, healthy
system. As mentioned previously, we have included in the
dome a polyculture pond, a filtering system, and an
agricultural area on the pond's periphery. All of those
interrelate. We have begun measuring certain physical and
chemical parameters within the structure, including air and
water temperatures, relative humidity, pH of the water, and
dissolved oxygen in the water. We monitor solar radiation
striking the outside membrane as well as that penetrating
the fiberglass membrane and reaching the pond surface. In
addition, we shall be measuring ammonia concentrations in the
polyculture ponds, carbon dioxide concentrations in both the
pond and air, and moisture levels in the soil. These
measurements will be used not only to understand how these
systems behave and how they respond to environmental changes
as they are set up, but they also will be used to optimize
food production through modeling. With such physical and
chemical data, we can interrelate our previously recorded
information on fish and vegetable production as the numbers
of each species in relation to the makeup of the total
population for the most successful polyculture strategies.
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